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SOME OBSERVABLE INDICATORS OF s-PROCESS ENVIRONMENTS?

Keith H. Despain
Los Alamos N;]tional Laboratory

1. A~KTRACT

Ry definit~on, the chemically peculiar stars have element atmnci~nces
that, are non-solar. Many of these stars show peculiarities jn ~-Drocess
elements. This paper discusses observable indicators of the neutron
en”lironmcnt for the ~-process in these stars.

2. ISOTOPIC INDICATORS?

fhe n utron
1$ and j~:ces UStlallY

considered for producina s-process elements
are (Cameron, 1955; Rurhidqe, flurl~ldoe, ~owler, ~nri Hovle,
1957..:)14 Cowan and Rose (1977) have suqoested that under ertain con-
ditions C mlqht be produced in observable quantities If l!C ~er~ the

However, they lonored neutron reactions on a
~~~~g~ %~c~$ (Despaln, 1977), which cause a reduction jn

{~ elements
C nrod(lc-

tlon of at least a factor of about 50 (Oespajn, unpublished).

Scalo and Miller (1981) proposed that 99Tc could be used as m lndlc~tor

~%e as a neutron sou$$eo
of the nucleos thesis and mixina processes ~n thermally-pulslnn red
qldnts, usinq However, they dld not take into
account the enhanced beta decoy of Tc in the hot stell~r Interjor,
which places their interpretation of Its detection in doubt (Cosner,
Despaln, and Truran, 1984),

7. . ELEMCNTAL INDICATORS

Elemental lnciica~~rs have previously hem discussed hy Butcher (1976)
and Cowley & Downs (1981)1 their lndlcatoru olve a measure of the tot~l
neutron exposure, l--defin~d by Clayton, Fowler, Hull, and Zlmmerm~n
(1961)--hut not of the neutron density, n, The follow!nq present’, an

~-process !ndlcctor fcr measurlnq bo~h T and n, Assurn!no the peculldr
abundance ohservmd” {Xo) B (X*/Fe@) /(X /Fe ) 1s the Conspqtitwco of mlx-
lna an ordjnary (i.e., “solar like”) e~ve]$pe of mass Me with ahunri,inrf’s



x, with a shell of mass M , with ~- recess abundances. X , where Xr is
!tfie abundance in a referen~e star, { *} is given, after s&ie algebra, by

{X*} - R = m (xJxe-l) , (1)

where f = Ms/(Me+ Ms) and R = (Xe/Fe*/(Xr/Fer). Assuming (Xc/Fee) =
(Xr/Fer), R = (Fee/Fe*). A reasonable ranqe for R is 1 <R f (l-f)-l~
the limits beinq given by Fe~/Fee = 1 and y Fes/Fee = 0. To eliminate
the factor fR in Eq. (1) we examine ratios of elements. For the
~-process, the pro~osed observable are

S12 z <Sr+Y+Zr>/<Ela+La+Ce> and S23 E <Ra+La+Ce>/<Nd+Sm+Eu+Cd>,(2)

wb,sre <ZXi> ~ E( {Xi] - R)/N. Slz is the ratio of the averaae enhance-
mertt of elements in the first s-process element peak, determined by the
closed nuclear neutron shell a~ 50 to those in the second closed shell
at 82. It is a measure of the neutron exposure, T, S23 1s the ratio of
the average enhancement of elements in the second peak to a qroup of
elements on the “plateau” after the peak. Since at a hiqher neutron
density a nuclear shell will generally close at a lower atomic weight
and (eventually) atomic number, this can serve as a measure of n.

4. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
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Flgure 1. Theory w ohservat~un (see text for d~SCIJSSiOfl)

Flqure 1 compares observations ano caJculatlons for FC Sac(a), h~rlum
stars (a), and CM stars (b). THe dashed curves are the observations
wlthR = 1, 1.1, 1,25 and 1,5. ‘the numbers correspond to the stars In
Table 1. The solid curves are calculations at constant neutron densIt.y,
olven across the top. The do+,ted curves connect the points on the curve
at constant T, as indicated on the le~t. These values of T correspond
to the number of neut ns per ion seed captured on all elements heavier

%e in the range frtim rouqhl y 400 to 1000 ( top tothan, and lncludi~g,
bottom)l The chain dash curve 1s the 10C1 of models of the thermally-
pul sod %e source, as it operates in theACll atara (Iben, 1976, Cosner,



1982, etc.). As can be seen, these stars appear to show a larqe ranqe
‘-I neutron d sities, but virtually all show neutron exposures too heavy

‘%e source.the A(Y3 Note that a different set of elements is used
~r, ‘he definition of S12 and S23 than in section (4) because one (or
mol ) abundance is missina for some of the stars.

Table I
# Star Reference (see reference section)
~+6407 W 6 ND 178717 W 11 ND 204075 CD FC Sae LKA
2 HD 83548 W 7 ND 183915 W 12 HO 46407 RR Cti Stars
3 HO 92626 W 8 ND 204075 W 13 I-K) 204075 T 1 Hf) 26 WC
4 HO 116713 W 9 HO 211594 W 14 HO 116713 D 2 HO 176201 SB
5 HD 175674 W lCJ HR 774 C’ 15 HO 835$S D 3 HD 204613 !jR.—

5. CONCLUSIONS

There are some potentially useful, observable ~-process indicators.
:: Abunda~ measurements on as many of the elements in each of the

sets (Sr,Y,Zr), (Ba,La~Ce), and (Nd,Sm,Eu,Gd) would be helpful in
characterizing the yorocess environment.

30 Rarium stars, FC Sqe, and CH stars have all apparently produced
their ~-process elements in quite rich neutron environments, with
significant star to star variations.
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